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Abstract
In this paper, we consider the variable selection problem in functional linear regres-
sion with interactions. Our goal is to identify relevant main effects and corre-
sponding interactions associated with the response variable. Heredity is a natural 
assumption in many statistical models involving two-way or higher-order interac-
tions. Inspired by this, we propose an adaptive group Lasso method for the multiple 
functional linear model that adaptively selects important single functional predictors 
and pairwise interactions while obeying the strong heredity constraint. The proposed 
method is based on the functional principal components analysis with two adaptive 
group penalties, one for main effects and one for interaction effects. With appro-
priate selection of the tuning parameters, the rates of convergence of the proposed 
estimators and the consistency of the variable selection procedure are established. 
Simulation studies demonstrate the performance of the proposed procedure and a 
real example is analyzed to illustrate its practical usage.
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1 Introduction

Functional data analysis has received considerable attentions in various fields, 
including, for example, environmental science, biology, medicine, finance and sys-
tem engineering. The basic idea behind functional data analysis is to express each 
individual in repeatedly measured data as a smooth function and then make statisti-
cal inference from the collection of functional data (Ramsay & Silverman, 2005; 
Horváth & Kokoszka, 2012). There are a large body of recent work devoted to 
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